
January 2019 

Remember: the next club meeting will be held  
at St Rumon’s club, on Thursday 14th February. 

Grand Calendar 

No photos were submitted for the January photo competition but the 2019 KHPA calendar 
was launched at the meeting, containing all the winners from 2018. If you haven’t got 
yours yet, contact Daisy before the supply runs out. 
If you have recent photos you’d like to be included in next year’s calendar then send them 
to Daisy to be entered in February’s competition. 



A message from the editor 
Yet again, I offer my sincere apologies for 
the non-appearance of the Bulletin at the 
end of last year. Apathy is a terrible thing 
but I’m going to make every effort to 
overcome it and bring out a new, 
scintillating edition every month this year. 
That is, so long as the membership makes 
every effort to overcome their apathy and 
write something for me to put in! 
It doesn’t have to be about your latest epic 
XC, although that would be quite acceptable; 

it can be about any enjoyable flight you’ve 
had, recent or in the past, or any flight 
where you think you learned something new, 
or any other thoughts and cogitations that 
have occupied you during the long, dark, 
unflyable days. It’s especially nice to hear 
from new pilots who can share their 
enthusiasm and inspire some of us old and 
boring pilots to maybe get out and fly a bit 
more often! 
 
So, onward and upward! 

 

Chairman’s Chat 
 Six months to the day ago (as I write this) I was in intensive care with my pelvis broken in 3 
places all held together with a steel scaffolding having received 8 pints of somebody else's 
blood to replace what I had lost.  Here we are one month into 2019 and how things have 
changed: I’ve been out of the wheelchair for 3 months and getting around without sticks and 

doing things I could not have hoped for only a few 
months ago.  The treatment, donation, support, help 
and well wishes received since my accident have all 
contributed to my ongoing recovery, thank you to all 
involved.  
Whilst there is still a long way to go the episode has 
made me re evaluate life, just as I am sure any of you 
who have had life changing experiences.  So far this 
has all been pretty positive and will hopefully continue 
to be so but it will be no surprise when I say “never 
take anything for granted and appreciate, I mean 
really appreciate things” comes pretty high on the list.  

The sheer joy of getting back in the air and feeling “normal” as the weight came off my legs 
cannot be overstated. Whilst I never took flying for granted and always appreciated it things 
have moved onto another level along with everything else both big and small. Life is good :) 
We have started off pretty well so far into 2019 with flying from all disciplines going on 
around the county at a variety of sites. It was great to have a nice afternoon at Carbis Bay a 
few weeks ago and hopefully we can get a few more days there before the end of February, 
and hopefully we can extend our “season” there as well. In the meantime please check the 
current site rules and take special care there to help things along.  Whilst on the sites 
subject, if visiting Sennen please park on the hard standing in the car park and not on the 
grass to reduce wear and tear. 
The winter social proved to be a very sociable evening with super food, a great table location, 
plenty of dancing for some and most of all good company. 
Following the last meeting it has been good to have received some ideas for the Monthly 
matters, other club matters and even some words for the bulletin, keep them coming. 
Memberships are due, better go and do mine now! Please do so via the website and paypal if 
possible, thank you to those who have already done so.   
The parachute pack is arranged; get your names down for it early please details elsewhere. 
Good to see Kernow “ex pat” and proud to say ex student Ollie C doing  so well as he travels 
the world competing and keeping in touch, keep it coming Ollie and maybe pop something 
more detailed down for the bulletin.  
Right that’s it for now. Hope you really appreciated it and haven't taken this edition for 
granted ;)) 
 
Phippsy 
 

Our hero takes to the air again 



Parachute Repack 
The repack will take place on Saturday 3rd March at Carnmoggas PL26 7DD (Polgooth near St 
Austell). Cost will be £15 for KHPA members £20 for visitors. Food and elastic bands included. 
Payment by paypal only. 
 

A message from Ollie 
A Telegram message came from Ollie 
Clothier, who seems to be having fun all 
around the world! 
“First comp of the year finished. New Zeno 
two-liner taking some getting used to. I 
finished 8th in serial class, 40th overall. The 
field was mostly made up of top Columbian 
pilots on Enzo 3s so pretty happy with the 
result. 
Much love KHPA, Ollie” 
 
 
 
 
 

KHPA XC leagues 

 
It’s nice to get the first scores on the doors 
in the new leagues, especially when it’s 
still January! And even more gratifying 
when one of them is the first XC flight by 
our beloved leader after his nasty 
accident. Hopefully he’s learned his lesson 
and will stay off those dangerous 

motorized bicycle things now. Well done 
Graham. And then five days later he went 
and did another from Sennen on his 
paraglider! Come on everyone else, we 
can’t let Graham and Wyn have it all their 
own way. Remember to enter every flight, 
no matter how short. If you did 5km and 
didn’t bother entering it but then were 
beaten to the trophy by 2km you might be 
a bit disappointed! 

 
XC leagues to 30-01-2019 
 
Hang gliding Name Total 

1 Graham Phipps 7.1 

2 Wyn Davies 6 

 
Paragliding Name Total 

1 Graham Phipps 21.2 

 
 
 
The rules for this year are below, but basically the idea is that you take off, climb as high as 
you can and if it feels good, fly cross country. Let me know where you took off and landed 
and Bob’s yer uncle, you’ve got a score! (Bearing in mind the caveat about being Pilot rated.) 

XC flights this month 

GP, WD 

GP 



Rules for the Kernow Cross Country Leagues 2019 

The competition is open to all pilots, of all abilities and either discipline, and is supposed to be fun and 
taken on trust, bearing in mind that if you are not Pilot rated you should only be flying XC with a pilot 
who is Pilot rated. 

 There will be two leagues, one for hang glider flights and the other for paraglider flights, 
running from January 1st to December 31st. 

 There will be a trophy awarded for each winning pilot and prizes for 2nd and 3rd places. 
 Scores for the league will be calculated from the total score from a maximum of five flights, 

of which the fifth must be a thermalling flight, 60% out of ridge lift. 
 To be eligible for inclusion in the league a flight must have started in Cornwall, and must be 

registered with me within a month of the flight (tjtjones@talk21.com or 01209 832234) or 
Mark Smith (mark.ashton.smith@gmail.com or text 07482 320081). 

Registering & Declaring Flights 
Flights must be registered with either of: 

 Launch and landing OS grid references or lat/long co-ordinates. 
 IGC/KML tracklog. 
 A UK XC league or XContest registered flight. 

If you are declaring a flight you must declare the waypoints before the flight. This must be done by 
texting either Tim Jones (07795482351) or mark Smith (07482320081) with either the names of the 
turn points or the coordinates of the cylinders. You must also declare whether you are using the semi-
circle cylinder around the named turn point or the cylinder around a coordinate. 

 For open distance flights they are measured as straight line distance from TO to landing, or, if 
backed up by a tracklog, furthest point from TO via up to one declared turnpoint, or via an 
undeclared turnpoint so long as track deviation is more than 90 degrees. 

 The minimum distance to qualify is 3 k for a ridge run or 1 k “over the back”. 
 Out and returns will be scored as the distance flown from a turnpoint to a second turnpoint then 

back to the first turnpoint with a multiplier of 1.5. 
 Triangle flights will attract a multiplier of 2.5. The shortest leg must be at least 28% of the total 

distance and a minimum of 3km.  
 For flights where at least 60% of the flight is out of ridge lift (thermalling and gliding) the score 

will be twice the distance flown. This is to encourage people to concentrate on thermalling and 
leaving the ridge. 

 For declared flights a multiplier of 1.3 will apply to the score. 
 A declared flight can be either an out and return with two declared turn points or a goal flight 

with up to one declared turn point and a declared goal.  
 A declared goal will be a 1km radius cylinder. Scores will be taken from the actual distance 

flown. All declared goals can be treated as a declared turnpoint. 
For ridge runs, multiple entries for the same ridge run will not be allowed. If you have entered a score 
for a ridge run, then do another on the same ridge but go further, you can enter it and it will replace 
the shorter one. 
For flights that include a defined element only one defined task will count. 
Turn point “cylinders” for an out and return flight will be either 1) a semi-circle of 200m radius with the 
straight edge at right angles to the direction from TO and passing through an easily definable point (eg 
lighthouse, building etc) or 2) a 200m radius cylinder defined around a coordinate using flight planning 
software. In this instance the out and return will be scored from the lines at tangents to the closest 
edges of the turn point cylinders. Whether using TPs 1) or 2) must be included in the declaration text. 
For triangles the turn point will be a normal cylinder of 200m radius. 
To encourage pilots on lower performance wings there will be a handicapping system: 
For paragliders, EN D gliders will score the calculated points, EN C gliders will score an extra 10%, EN 
B top end (eg Rush etc) score +15%, EN B mid to low (eg Buzz etc)  score + 20% and EN A gliders 
score an extra 30%. 
For hang gliders, rigids wings will score the calculated points, toplesses score +10%, performance 
kingpost gliders (eg U2/Litesports) score +20% intermediates (eg Sport2, Rio etc) +30% and 
skyfloaters(eg Falcon, Malibu) score +40%. 
 
 
Let’s all see if we can fill up the score sheet this year, even with a 3km flop over the back! 
You don’t have to do it on your own; why not hold an impromptu XC comp every time you’re out? If 
everyone puts £2 in the pot (or £5!) then the winner can take all the money (and buys the drinks on 
the way home!). The one who flies the least distance, or is left on the hill, has to drive retrieve. Now 
there’s an incentive to go for it! You make the rules! My spreadsheet is waiting for YOUR score! 



Team-flying league rules 2019 
To encourage team flying, a team-flying league will run alongside and separate from the main 
XC league. 
Individual pilots will score in the team-flying league by collaborating as a team with at least 
one other pilot and achieving a declared flight, either to goal or out and return. Scores in the 
league will be awarded to each pilot achieving the goal provided at least two pilots achieve 
the goal. Scores are awarded according to the rules of the main XC league though the 
handicapping will not apply. 
A pilot does not have to fly with the same team members every time. For each new task a 
pilot can team up with any other available pilot. 
A pilot can enter any number of flights. 
Any flights scoring in the team-flying league can also be entered in the main league. 
Pilots can fly beyond the goal for their flights to be included in the individual league but team-
flying league scores will only be to the declared goal. 
 

Inspiration for some of us! 
Kaz found this poem, which was a favourite of Dave Bazely (farmer, founder of KHGA, 
pioneer of all sorts of aviation, innovative glider designer and builder and all round good egg). 
Some of us may find it applies too readily to us, and ought to use it to buck up our ideas! 
 

The Man Who Thinks He Can 
 

If you think you are beaten, you are; 
If you think you dare not, you don’t. 
If you like to win but think you can’t, 

It is almost certain you won’t. 
 

If you think you’ll lose, you’re lost; 
For out in the world we find 

Success begins with a fellow’s will 
It’s all in the state of mind. 

 
If you think you’re outclassed, you are; 

You’ve got to think high to rise. 
You’ve got to be sure of yourself before 

You can ever win the prize. 
 

Life’s battles don’t always go 
To the stronger or faster man; 

But sooner or later the man who wins 
Is the one who thinks he can! 

 
Walter D Wintle 

 

British Paragliding Cup 
Entries for the 2019 rounds are now open and we have a round in the Pennines and one in 
the Yorkshire Dales. As requested by our pilots last year, entry is now restricted to EN A, B 
and C gliders only, Tandems are allowed but the same pilot must fly both rounds. All 
competitors must be pilot rated. An exciting new element has also been added; see the 
website for details - www.bpcup.co.uk  
  
Viv Fouracre 



Choice of Glider 
By Graham Koller 
In April 2014 I upgraded from a high end B, 
Ozone Rush 2 to a low end C, Ozone Delta 2. 
I had picked a large so that I was on the 
bottom of the weight range to give me an 
advantage in light lift and glide; however the 
downside is that the wing is more prone to 
collapse due to the lower wing loading. I 
knew at the time of purchase that I was 
punching above my weight because Ozone’s 
criteria for flying the Delta is that the pilot 
should be flying around 100 hours a year, 
whilst I was only achieving 30. 
After only 7 flights at home, learning mainly 
how not to be lifted off my feet at launch, I 
was on my way for a week’s holiday in 
Griefenburg Austria with Kelly Farina. All 
went well for the first couple of days with 
30k XC out & returns along the main ridge, 
including my best height gain above take off 
of 2006m. Then in a particularly punchy 
spring thermal on the third day I had an 
asymmetric collapse instantly cascading into 
a cravatted spiral as depicted in the photo, 
all witnessed by Kelly. 

If you have read his book Mastering 
Paragliding you will know he has very strong 
views about pilots flying higher aspect wings 
who do not have the currency in hours / 
necessary skills. I was told in no uncertain 
terms to get rid of the Delta and fly a Buzz 
instead. 
With my confidence at an all-time low, I 
persevered over the next couple of holidays 
but only managed 15 hours in 2 weeks. 
Then the following year in April I 
successfully completed a SIV course with 
Jocky Sanderson, who, when asked should I 
be flying the Delta, responded that as long 
as I was happy flying it he could see no 
problem. Confidence restored, the next 
couple of trips away went very well with two 
notable flights, one above a glacier in 
Switzerland and the other a 60km XC in 
Piedrahita Spain. However I was still 

experiencing the occasional problem at take-
off, a gust of wind rolling up the wing after 
being perfectly laid out for a forward launch, 
knotted lines sometimes only discovered 
after take-off and a dread of high end 
reverse launches where every now and again 
I would bring the wing up with too much 
energy and be lifted off my feet and dumped 
/ dragged. Busy take-offs were particularly 
stressful due to pressure to get away 
quickly. 
As a result of family commitments the next 
couple of years saw my flying hours reduce 
to little over 20 hours / year. The last 
holiday I flew the Delta was with Hotel 
California in Southern Spain in September 
2017 and although I managed three 
technically challenging XC’s to the coast they 
were marred by particularly severe motion 
sickness, and the old discussion of wing 
suitability was raised again. 
My mind was made up that I would give the 
Delta up after one more year then change 
down a class. However when I got back to 
the UK I discovered that I had dropped out 
of the weight range for the Delta so on 
impulse I part exchanged the Delta for a 
new Buzz 5. 
I picked up the Buzz in November 2017 and 
test flew it at Newhaven, where I went for a 
run down the coast half way to Brighton and 
back. If I had been on the Delta I would 
have gone all the way but I was cautious of 
the glide on the Buzz particularly because I 
was now mid weight range. A dozen flights 
followed back in Cornwall, mainly to test out 
launch & landings and then in May 2018 
back to Hotel California. 
Thermalling was equal to the Delta; however 
when I attempted a repeat of the XC to the 
coast I failed on the first attempt and 
struggled on the second, although in the end 
was successful. The conclusion being that 
the Delta had so much better glide arriving 
higher at each stage, making it easier to 
pick up thermals. I therefore started to 
regret my impulsive decision because I 
needed to work harder and longer at 
thermalling to cover each stage with the 
Buzz, not good for my motion sickness. 
Perhaps I should have waited and gone for a 
Rush 5. 
The real test was my main holiday in July 
2018, two weeks in Verbier Switzerland 
followed by two weeks based near Assisi in 
Italy. I have been going to Verbier Summits 
for the past eight years. The first flight in 
the morning (9:30am) is a 1300m (descent) 
sledge ride in still air. This is an ideal time to 



test and compare glide. At a point 5km 
along the side of the valley there is a chalet 
on the mountain side that marked the height 
the Delta consistently arrived at. After three 
runs with the Buzz I averaged about 200m 
below that point. There it was in black and 
white, no point denying it now, my flying 
was going to take a back step! 
Half way through the first week the usual 
sequence of flights was altered to 
accommodate student pilots on their first 
takeoffs, therefore our first flight of the day 
was delayed until 10:00am and we were 
instructed to fly 5k straight across to the far 
side of the valley (first side to catch the sun) 
and see if we could stay up in the weak lift 
using techniques from the briefing. After 
about 3 days I was consistently climbing out 
and miraculously my motion sickness had 
virtually disappeared. I put this down to 
being more relaxed on my glider and 
possibly some ginger supplements I was 
taking with my usual Stugeron. By the end 
of the second week I had broken a personal 
best of staying up for 3 hours (starting at 
10:00am) the only reason I came down was 
the cold and needing a pee. By the end of 
my two week stay in Verbier I had clocked 
up 26hours. The year before on the Delta, in 
probably better conditions, I had only 
managed 14 Hours, a massive improvement. 

 
In Italy the weather was not quite as kind 
with 5days not flyable due to strong winds / 
rain. We were also for the same reasons 
restricted to the one site Subasio, very 
similar in size and shape as Lijar 
(Algodonales). The potential for XC limited 
to flat land flying, something I have very 

little experience with. Nevertheless with my 
newfound confidence from the previous two 
weeks I had some interesting XC’s. Two near 
successes of completing a triangle, flying 

over the towns of Assisi, Spello, and 
Cannara, followed on the last flyable day by  
a XC to Spoleto, 34k from take-off; not 
possible without some low saves and having 
the skills and patience to climb out in weak 
lift. 
Unfortunately my final test, a week in 
Piedrahita Spain, to see if I could match / 
beat my 60k XC on the Delta turned out to 
be a dismal week plagued with high winds, 
over development and rain. Had I matched 
or beaten my best XC distance I could have 
conclusively declared that I made the right 
choice of wing. 
What is undeniable is that in 2018 my hours 
in the air (almost exclusively thermal flying) 
increased to 68, more than doubling my 
usual yearly average. The biggest factor 
being finding a solution to lessen my motion 
sickness, for which I am sure the Buzz 
played its part. The Buzz is slower and does 
have a poorer glide, which has forced a gear 
change in my flying to achieve the same sort 
of flights I achieved on the Delta. Had I not 
changed the wing this improvement in my 
flying was unlikely to happen. I am also far 
more relaxed on the Buzz which means I can 
concentrate on the XC rather than keeping 
the wing flying. 
The most important thing is that I am now 
free to enjoy the flying and yet at the back 
of my mind I am thinking, now that my 
annual airtime is up to 68 hours perhaps my 
XC results would improve if I upgraded to a 
high end B! You can’t win! 

 

Take off at Subasio showing the flatlands in front 

Along the valley from Verbier looking east 
towards the Matterhorn, the peak just in 
front of my Buzz 5 hidden in cloud on the 
horizon some 20k away.  
 


